16 BLOCKS
300 AKA 300 SPARTANS
AFTERWARDS
AMERICAN AFFAIR, AN
ANGEL DUTY AKA CHRISTMAS MAGIC
ANGEL EYES
ANNUS HORBILUS AKA MY HORRIBLE YEAR!
ART OF WAR, THE - MONTREAL
ASSASSINATION OF JESSE JAMES BY THE COWARD ROBERT FORD, THE
AVIATOR, THE
BAD AS I WANNA BE
BAIT
BATTLEFIELD EARTH
BETRAYED AKA SUMMER LIGHTNING AKA SUNDOWN
BILL & TED'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES
BUCKLEY BROTHERS, THE
CANADA'S WORST DRIVER I
CANADA'S WORST DRIVER II
CANADA'S WORST DRIVER III
CANADA'S WORST DRIVER IV
CANADA'S WORST DRIVER V
CANADA'S WORST DRIVER VI
CANADA'S WORST DRIVER VII
CANADA'S WORST HANDYMAN V
CANADA'S WORST HANDYMAN VI
CHRISTMAS STORY, A
CORRUPTOR
CRUEL INTENTIONS II AKA MANCHESTER PREP
CURIOS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON, THE
DEATH TO SMOOCHY
DECOYS REBIRTH AKA DECOYS 2
DETOIT ROCK CITY
DOLORES CLAIBORNE
DRIVEN AKA CHAMPS AKA RPM'S AKA INTO THIN AIR AKA FORMULA ONE
EXIT WOUNDS
EXTREME MEASURES
FACTORY, THE
FATHER'S CHOICE, A AKA COWBOY DAD
FOREVER KNIGHT II
FOUNTAIN, THE
FREQUENCY
FRIENDS AT LAST
FULL OF IT AKA NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH AKA BIG LIAR ON CAMPUS
GET SMART
GOSSIP
GOTHIIKA
GUY X
HAIRSPRAY
HAROLD AND KUMAR GO TO WHITE CASTLE
HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH
HEIST, THE (MONTREAL)
HIGHWAYMEN (2002)
HISTORY OF VIOLENCE
HOME AT THE END OF THE WORLD, A
HOW TO DEAL
IF LOOKS COULD KILL
IN LOVE & WAR AKA IN LOVE AND WAR
IN THE MOUTH OF MADNESS
IN TOO DEEP
INCEPTION AKA OLIVER'S ARROW
IN-LAWS, THE AKA TIL DEATH DO US PART AKA WEDDING PLANNER
JACKET, THE
JASON X: FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 10
JESSE STONE: BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT
JESSE STONE: INNOCENTS LOST AKA STRANGER IN PARADISE AKA JESSE STONE 7
JESSE STONE: NO REMORSE
JESSE STONE: THIN ICE
JOHN Q
JOURNEY 3-D AKA JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH
JUST FRIENDS
KING AND I, THE
KING'S RANSOM AKA UNTITLED ANTHONY ANDERSON PROJECT
KISSED AKA WIDE AWAKE
KNOCKAROUND GUYS
LEFT BEHIND III: WORLD AT WAR
LETHAL VOWS
LITTLEST HOBO, THE - YEAR I - 24 EPS
LITTLEST HOBO, THE - YEAR II - 18 EPS
LITTLEST HOBO, THE - YEAR III - 18 EPS
LITTLEST HOBO, THE - YEAR IV - 18 EPS
LITTLEST HOBO, THE - YEAR V - 18 EPS
LITTLEST HOBO, THE - YEAR VI - 18 EPS
LONG KISS GOODNIGHT, THE
LOOKOUT, THE
M BUTTERFLY
MAN, THE
MIMIC
MOTHER NIGHT
MRS. SOFFEL
MURDER AT 1600 AKA EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE
MY BABYSITTER'S A VAMPIRE - MOW
NEW YORK MINUTE
NFB - CANADA VIGNETTES: MA CHERE ALBERTINE - PO915268
NFB - KRYZYSZTOF WODICZKO- PO 915265
NFB - SINGLEHANDERS - PO915266
NOTEBOOK, THE
ORPHAN, THE
PLUTO NASH AKA ADVENTURES OF PLUTO NASH, THE
POLICE ACADEMY I
POLICE ACADEMY III
POLICE ACADEMY IV
POPULATION 436
RAISIN IN THE SUN, A
SAINT JUDE
SERENDIPITY
SHALL WE DANCE?
SHIPPING NEWS, THE
SHOOT EM UP
SNAPSHOTS - SEASON I - FACT-BASED
SNOW ANGELS
SONGS IN ORDINARY TIMES
SPLICE
STUDIO 54 AKA 54
SUE THOMAS: F.B. EYE AKA LIP SERVICE SEASON I
SUE THOMAS: F.B. EYE AKA LIP SERVICE SEASON II
SUE THOMAS: F.B. EYE AKA LIP SERVICE SEASON III
TAKE THE LEAD
TAKING LIVES
THREE TO TANGO
TIME TRAVELER'S WIFE, THE
TOTALS:
TRUE BLUE
TURN IT UP AKA GHETTO SUPERSTAR
TWO IF BY SEA AKA STOLEN HEARTS
UNFORGIVEN AKA THE WILLIAM MUNNY KILLINGS
WHITEOUT
WHOLE NINE YARDS, THE
YES MAN